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DESCRIPTION

FIELD KIT - TROUT

The TROUT FIELD KIT is up for any adventure where you might find yourself casting a line in hopes to hook 

a hungry trout. The medium-fast action rod is perfect for the novice angler building casting technique and 

enjoyable to fish even for the most experienced angler. Paired up with a RUN reel and a RIO Products’ RIO 

GOLD trout-specific fly line, the TROUT FIELD KIT is ready to fish for trout in both lakes and rivers. So as you 

start packing for your next adventure, don’t forget to grab your TROUT KIT. Whether it’s a weekend road trip 

or a 10-day backpacking epic somewhere remote, remember that trout don’t live in ugly places.

TROUT ROD FEATURES

∞   Easy casting medium-fast action designed for any 

trout fishing scenario

∞   9-foot length for optimal performance

∞   Durable anodized aluminum reel seat for long 

lasting performance

RUN REEL FEATURES

∞   Lightweight design constructed from durable  

diecast aluminum

∞   Large arbor design for quick line retrieval

∞   Powerful carbon drag system that offers smooth 

stopping power

PREMIER RIO GOLD FEATURES

∞   The ultimate, all-around floating line for trout

∞   Features RIO SlickCast, the slickest, most durable line 

coating on the market

∞   Weight forward taper for easy casting

OTHER FEATURES

∞   RIO Products 9’ 4x POWERFLEX TAPERED LEADER

∞   Loop to loop connection for easy rigging

∞   Cordura carrying case for keeping your gear safe

∞   Lifetime warranty

FIELD KIT - TROUT  |  MSRP: $349.99

NEW

MODEL LINE WT. LENGTH ROD WT. (OZ) REEL REEL WT. (OZ) BACKING  
(YDS/LB) DIAMETER FLY LINE LEADER

TROUT - 590-4 5 9' 3.3 RUN 5/6 4.8 100/20 3.6” PREMIER RIO GOLD RIO POWERFLEX 
PLUS 9FT 5X

SPECS
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DESCRIPTION

FIELD KIT - BASS

From smallmouth in the Midwest to largemouth in the Southeast and even carp in the Columbia River, The 

BASS FIELD KIT is built to handle your warmwater fishing needs. The medium-fast action rod is perfect for 

the first-time caster but still offers plenty of power to pull bass out of structure. Paired with a RUN reel and a 

RIO Products’ WARMWATER QUICKSHOOTER fly line, this kit is ready to fish. The BASS FIELD KIT is perfect 

for the angler wanting add fly fishing to their quiver for pursuing bass.

BASS ROD FEATURES

∞   Easy casting medium-fast action that will easily 

turnover bass-style flies

∞   9-foot length for optimal performance

∞   Durable anodized aluminum reel seat for long 

lasting performance

RUN REEL FEATURES

∞   Lightweight design constructed from durable  

diecast aluminum

∞   Large arbor design for quick line retrieval

∞   Powerful carbon drag system that offers smooth 

stopping power

RIO PRODUCTS WARMWATER QUICKSHOOTER

∞   Specifically designed for the demands of the  

bass angler

∞   Easy casting, long lasting line for warmwater fishing

∞   Powerful front taper to easily cast bass-style flies

OTHER FEATURES

∞   RIO Products 9’ 10lb BASS TAPERED LEADER

∞   Loop to loop connection for easy rigging

∞   Cordura carrying case for keeping your gear safe

∞   Lifetime warranty

FIELD KIT - BASS  |  MSRP: $349.99

NEW

MODEL LINE WT. LENGTH ROD WT. (OZ) REEL REEL WT. (OZ) BACKING  
(YDS/LB) DIAMETER FLY LINE LEADER

BASS - 790-4 7 9' 3.8 RUN 7/8 5.8 200/20 4” RIO WARMWATER 
QUICKSHOOTER

RIO BASS LEADER 
9’ 10LB

SPECS
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DESCRIPTION

FIELD KIT - COASTAL COLDWATER

From the New England Coast to the San Francisco Bay, stripers, albies, or bluefish, the COASTAL 

COLDWATER FIELD KIT is everything you need for your day’s adventure. The medium-fast action rod  will 

make casting easy and the BEHEMOTH reel has the power to stop even the largest of fish. So when the tides 

are right, grab the COASTAL COLDWATER FIELD KIT as you head out the door.

TROPICAL SALTWATER ROD FEATURES

∞   Easy casting medium-fast action for coastal 

coldwater fishing

∞   Powerful butt section allows you to control hard 

fighting fish

∞   Durable anodized aluminum reel seat for long 

lasting performance

BEHEMOTH REEL FEATURES

∞   Big game design construction from durable diecast 

aluminum

∞   Deep V large arbor design for extra backing capacity 

and quicker line retrieval

∞   Most powerful carbon drag in its class

RIO COASTAL QUICKSHOOTER FEATURES

∞   Designed for the coastal saltwater angler fishing 

in cooler conditions

∞   Short, powerful front taper for easy casting and 

turnover of baitfish patterns

∞   Intermediate sink rate is versatile in a wide range  

of conditions

OTHER FEATURES

∞   RIO Products 7’ 20lb STRIPED BASS TAPERED LEADER

∞   Loop to loop connection for easy rigging

∞   Cordura carrying case for keeping your gear safe

∞   Lifetime warranty

FIELD KIT - COASTAL COLDWATER 
 MSRP: $349.99

NEW

MODEL LINE WT. LENGTH ROD WT. (OZ) REEL REEL WT. (OZ) BACKING  
(YDS/LB) DIAMETER FLY LINE LEADER

COASTAL 990-4 9 9' 4.4 BEHEMOTH 
9/10 10.8 200/30 4.4” RIO COASTAL  

QUICKSHOOTER
RIO SALTWATER LEADER 

10’ 12LB

SPECS
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DESCRIPTION

FIELD KIT - SALMON

The SALMON FIELD KIT has the stopping power to handle salmon in both the saltwater and when they 

return home to the rivers they came from. The medium-fast action rod is easy to cast and will handle even 

the largest of salmon, but you’ll need more than just a good rod to land these creatures. That is why we 

paired it with a RUN reel and a RIO Products’ RIO GRAND fly line. No matter if you’re nymphing for salmon 

in the Great Lakes or swinging for them in Alaska, the SALMON FIELD KIT is ready for your next adventure.

SALMON ROD FEATURES

∞   Easy casting medium-fast action designed for any 

salmon-style flies

∞   9-foot length for optimal performance

∞   Durable anodized aluminum reel seat for long 

lasting performance

RUN REEL FEATURES

∞   Lightweight design constructed from durable  

diecast aluminum

∞   Large arbor design for quick line retrieval

∞   Powerful carbon drag system that offers smooth 

stopping power

PREMIER RIO GRAND FEATURES

∞   Designed for salmon anglers to easily turnover all 

styles of salmon flies

∞   Features RIO SlickCast, the slickest, most durable line 

coating on the market

∞   Weight forward taper for easy casting

OTHER FEATURES

∞   RIO Products 9’ 20lb STEELHEAD/SALMON  

TAPERED LEADER

∞   Loop to loop connection for easy rigging

∞   Cordura carrying case for keeping your gear safe

∞   Lifetime warranty

FIELD KIT - SALMON  |  MSRP: $349.99

NEW

MODEL LINE WT. LENGTH ROD WT. (OZ) REEL REEL WT. (OZ) BACKING  
(YDS/LB) DIAMETER FLY LINE LEADER

SALMON 890-4 8 9' 4.1 RUN 7/8 5.8 200/20 4” PREMIER RIO GRAND RIO SALMON/STEELHEAD 
LEADER 9FT 20LB

SPECS
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DESCRIPTION

FIELD KIT - TROPICAL SALTWATER

Fishing the flats in a tropical location might feel like you’re in paradise, but you better come prepared. 

The TROPICAL SALTWATER FIELD KIT has everything you need for your tropical flats adventure. The 

medium-fast action rod is easy to cast, and the BEHEMOTH reel with its powerful carbon drag will stop 

any fish in its tracks. Whether you’re targeting bonefish, redfish, permit, snook, or even baby tarpon, the 

TROPICAL SALTWATER FIELD KIT is built to stalk fish on any flat you might find yourself on.

TROPICAL SALTWATER ROD FEATURES

∞   Easy casting medium-fast action for flats fishing

∞   Powerful butt section that will allow you to control 

hard fighting fish

∞   Durable anodized aluminum reel seat for long 

lasting performance

BEHEMOTH REEL FEATURES

∞   Big game design construction from durable diecast 

aluminum

∞   Deep V large arbor design for extra backing capacity 

and quicker line retrieval

∞   Most powerful carbon drag in its class

PREMIER RIO BONEFISH QUICKSHOOTER FEATURES

∞   The perfect line for anglers wading flats, designed with 

a tropical coating to withstand the heat

∞   Shorter head for quicker loading and better turnover 

of saltwater flies

∞   Powerful front taper for easy casting

OTHER FEATURES

∞   RIO Products 10’ 12lb SALTWATER TAPERED LEADER

∞   Loop to loop connection for easy rigging

∞   Cordura carrying case for keeping your gear safe

∞   Lifetime warranty

FIELD KIT - TROPICAL SALTWATER 
 MSRP: $349.99

NEW

MODEL LINE WT. LENGTH ROD WT. (OZ) REEL REEL WT. (OZ) BACKING  
(YDS/LB) DIAMETER FLY LINE LEADER

TROPICAL 890-4 8 9' 4.1 BEHEMOTH 
7/8 7.5 200/20 4” PRIMEIR RIO BONEFISH 

QUICKSHOOTER
RIO SALTWATER LEADER 

10’ 12LB

SPECS


